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RESISTANCES TO CHANGE
v One of the main reasons for some 

organizations� inability to change is 
organizational inertia that maintains the 
status quo

v Resistance to change lowers an 
organization’s effectiveness and reduces its 
chances of survival



CASE DISCUSSION
Case 01: A company plans to replace their existing 
production system (technology and machine) with the 
modern and less labor intensive ones.
Case 02: A company plans to restructure itself by 
reducing its diversification to focus on core industry 
and by downsizing.

Questions:
1. What are possible resistances to the changes? 
2. What are possible tactics and solutions to 

overcome the resistance?
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LEVIN'S FORCE-FIELD THEORY 
OF CHANGE



Forces for
Change

RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

vDirect Costs

vSaving Face

vFear of the Unknown

vBreaking Routines

vIncongruent Systems

vIncongruent Team Dynamics



RESISTANCE TO CHANGE
vDirect cost
oHigher expenses and lower benefit or wage

vSaving face
oTaking preventive actions so that you, yourself will 

not be humiliated
vFear of unknown
oAfraid of entering and exploring the new ground 

because of they think they might fail to adopt new 
change



RESISTANCE TO CHANGE
v Breaking routine 
oPeople do not want to give up their comfort zone and daily 

routine that provide predictability 
v Incongruent team dynamics
oTeam norm may conflict with the desired change and 

consequently reinforced to maintaining status quo. 

v Incongruent organizational systems
oControl system for rewards, training ect. are harder to change 

and might not adapt quickly to the new system so may 
discouraging employee to adapt the change,



RESISTANCE TO CHANGE
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FORCES FOR AND RESISTANCES TO 
CHANGE
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LEVIN'S FORCE-FIELD THEORY OF 

CHANGE
v Theory of change which argues that two 

sets of opposing forces within an 
organization determine how change will 
take place

² Forces for change and forces making organizations 
resistant to change

² When forces for and against change are equal, the 
organization is in a state or inertia

² To change an organization, managers must increase 
forces for change and decrease forces resisting change
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EVOLUTIONARY AND REVOLUTIONARY 
CHANGE IN ORGANIZATIONS

v Evolutionary change: change that is 
gradual, incremental, and narrowly focused

v Revolutionary change: change that is 
sudden, drastic, and broadly focused



Communication § Highest priority and first 
strategy for change

§ Improves urgency to 
change

§ Reduces uncertainty (fear 
of unknown)

§ Problems -- time 
consuming and costly

MINIMIZING RESISTANCE TO CHANGE



Communication

§ Provides new knowledge 
and skills

§ Includes coaching and 
action learning

§ Helps break old routines 
and adopt new roles

§ Problems -- potentially 
time consuming and 
costly

MINIMIZING RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

Training



Communication
§ Increases ownership of 

change
§ Helps saving face and 

reducing fear of unknown
§ Includes task forces, 

search conferences
§ Problems -- time-

consuming, potential 
conflict

MINIMIZING RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

Training

Employee 
Involvement



Communication § When communication, 
training, and involvement 
do not resolve stress

§ Potential benefits
üMore motivation to change
üLess fear of unknown
üFewer direct costs

§ Problems -- time-
consuming, expensive, 
doesn�t help everyone

MINIMIZING RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

Training

Employee 
Involvement

Stress 
Management



Communication

§ When people clearly lose 
something and won�t 
otherwise support change

§ Influence by exchange--
reduces direct costs

§ Problems
• Expensive
• Increases compliance, not 

commitment

MINIMIZING RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

Training

Employee 
Involvement

Stress 
Management

Negotiation



Communication

§ When all else fails

§ Assertive influence

§ Firing people -- radical form 
of �unlearning�

§ Problems
• Reduces trust
• May create more subtle 

resistance

MINIMIZING RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

Training

Employee 
Involvement

Stress 
Management

Negotiation

Coercion



PROCESS OF CREATING 
STRATEGIC CHANGE



Establishing  a sense of 
urgency

§ Examining the market and 
competitive realities

§ Identifying and discussing 
crises, potential crises, or 
major opportunities.

PROCESS OF CREATING CHANGE





Establishing  a sense of 
urgency

§ Putting together a group 
with enough power to lead 
the change

§ Getting group to work to 
together like a team

PROCESS OF CREATING CHANGE

Creating the guiding 
coalition



Establishing  a sense of 
urgency § Creating a vision to help 

direct the change effort

§ Developing strategies for 
achieving that vision

PROCESS OF CREATING CHANGE

Creating the guiding 
coalition

Develop a vision and 
strategy



Establishing  a sense of 
urgency § Using every vehicle 

possible to constantly 
communicate the new 
vision and strategies.

§ Having the guiding 
coalition role model the 
behavior expected of 
employees.

PROCESS OF CREATING CHANGE

Creating the guiding 
coalition

Develop a vision and 
strategy

Communicating the 
change vision



Establishing  a sense of 
urgency

§ Planning for visible 
improvements in 
performance , or “win”

§ Creating those win

§ Visibly recognizing and 
rewarding people who made 
the win possible.

PROCESS OF CREATING CHANGE

Creating the guiding 
coalition

Develop a vision and 
strategy

Communicating the 
change vision

Generating short-
term wins



Establishing  a sense of 
urgency

§ Using increase credibility to 
change all systems, 
structures, and policies that 
don’t fit together and don’t 
fit the transformation vision

§ Hiring, promoting, and 
developing people who can 
implement the change vision

§ Reinvigorating the new 
process with new projects, 
themes, and change agents

PROCESS OF CREATING CHANGE

Creating the guiding 
coalition

Develop a vision and 
strategy

Communicating the 
change vision

Generating short-
term wins

Consolidating gains and 
producing more change



Establishing  a sense of 
urgency

§ Creating better performance 
through customer- and 
productivity-oriented 
behaviors, more and better 
leadership and more effective 
management

§ Articulating the connection 
between the new behavior and 
organizational success

§ Developing means to ensure 
leadership development and 
succession

PROCESS OF CREATING CHANGE

Creating the guiding 
coalition

Develop a vision and 
strategy

Communicating the 
change vision

Generating short-
term wins

Consolidating gains and 
producing more change

Consolidating gains and 
producing more change



REFREEZING THE DESIRED 
CONDITIONS

vRealigning organizational systems and team 
dynamics with the desired changes

²Alter rewards to reinforce new behaviors

²Feedback systems
²Help employees learn how they are doing
²Provide support for the new behavior patterns



STRATEGIC VISION & CHANGE

§Need a vision of the 
desired future state

§Minimizes employee 
fear of the unknown 

§Clarifies role 
perceptions 

© Robert Padgett



CHANGE AGENTS

vChange agents apply 
transformational leadership
² Help develop a vision
² Communicate the vision
² Act consistently with the vision
² Build commitment to the vision

vAlso requires transactional 
leadership
² Aligning employee behavior 

through rewards, resources, 
feedback ,etc.

© Robert Padgett



DIFFUSING CHANGE WITH MARS MODEL

vMotivation
²Successful pilot project
²Supervisor support and reinforcement

vAbility
²Competencies to adopt pilot project
²Role modeling from people in pilot project

vRole perceptions
²Translating pilot project practices -- neither too specific nor 

too general
vSituational factors

²Resources and time to implement pilot project elsewhere



ACTION RESEARCH 
APPROACH

vChange needs both action and research 
focus
vAction orientation

²Solve problems and change the organizational system
vResearch orientation

²Concepts guide the change
²Data needed to diagnose problem, identify intervention, 

evaluate change



Establish
Client-

Consultant
Relations

Disengage
Consultant’s

Services

ACTION RESEARCH 
PROCESS

Diagnose
Need for
Change

Introduce
Change

Evaluate/
Stabilize
Change



APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY PROCESS

Discovery

Discovering 
the best of 
“what is”

Dreaming

Forming 
ideas about 
“what might 
be”

Designing

Engaging in 
dialogue 
about “what 
should be”

Delivering

Developing 
objectives 
about “what 
will be”



OrganizationParallel
Structure

PARALLEL LEARNING 
STRUCTURES



RULES FOR THE ROAD AHEAD

vUnderstand your needs and values
vUnderstand your competencies
vSet career goals
vMaintain networks
vGet a mentor


